Introduction
In older stages of Latin, many nouns exhibited paradigmatic s ∼ r alternations created by rhotacism in suffixed forms, as in (1a). In the period immediately before Classical Latin, these s ∼ r alternations were eliminated by extending the r to the nominative form. At approximately the same time, an independent change shortened long vowels before word-final sonorants, resulting in the paradigm in (1b) As Hock (1991, pp. 179-190) Although the four-part analogy notation expresses the change as the influence of one particular lexical item (in this case, [soror] ), it is generally recognized that such changes are actually due to the collective influence of many words, such as [soror] , [kruor] 'blood', and also the numerous agentive nouns ending in -or ([o:ra:tor] 'speaker', [gladia:tor] 'gladiator', etc.). However, even when we recognize that the four-part analogy notation is just a shorthand for the influence of a larger pattern, it is far from an explanation of the change. How many words does it take for speakers to construct such an analogy? How similar do they have to be? More importantly, it has often been noted that four-part analogy can not tell us why the influence was not from [hono:s] (Hock 1991; Barr 1994; Kiparsky 1997) , or why the change was not in the opposite direction, undoing rhotacism (something like [soror] :[soro:ris] :: [hono:s]:X, X = [hono:sis]). This last question is especially puzzling, because the actual change in (2) violates the tendency for analogical change to extend from more "basic" or underived forms to less basic, or derived forms (Kuryłowicz 1947) .
The four-part analogy notation can equally well capture the leveling of alternations ([hono:s] . The pressure to level paradigms has been formalized in Optimality Theory as constraints on paradigm uniformity or uniform exponence (Kenstowicz 1995; Steriade 2000) ; for example, Kenstowicz schematizes the [hono:s] > [honor] change as the promotion of a constraint demanding uniformity in noun paradigms (UE). In the first stage, shown in (3), the ban on intervocalic [s] (*VsV) outranks Faithfulness for /s/ (Faith-/s/), yielding rhotacism in suffixed forms. Faith-/s/ in turn outranks UE, meaning that rhotacism does not overapply in the nominative form. The result is a paradigm with s ∼ r alternations, as in (3a). Note that candidate (c) contains a vowel length alternation ([or] ∼ [o:ris] - Kiparsky 1997; Hale et al. 1998; Baldi 1999, p. 323) , for which Kenstowicz does not record a UE violation. It is entirely possible that there are separate UE constraints for different alternations, with UE for s ∼ r alternations ranked higher than UE for vowel length alternations. If that is the case, then UE(s ∼ r) is the relevant constraint here, and this what I will assume. Under this analysis, the change consists of promoting UE over Faith-/s/, so that rhotacism overapplies in the nominative, as in (4). This leaves two possible candidates for the nominative: [hono:r] (candidate (c)) and [honor] ((d) and (e)). The first of these violates a high-ranking phonotactic constraint against final [o:r] in Latin, favoring a paradigm with shortening in the nominative ((d) or (e)); of these, the paradigm that preserves long [o:] [ [honor], [honor-is] , √ √ √ *** **!* [honor-em] This analysis avoids many of the problems pointed out by Hale et al. (1998) by limited UE to s ∼ r alternations. An alternative possibility, however, is that the Uniform Exponence analysis actually captures the creation of the intermediate variant [hono:r] (see fn. 1), with perfect UE satisfaction, and that the underlying form of this word had already been reanalyzed as /hono:r/ (as Hale et al. claim) by the time final vowel shortening occurred, so Uniform Exponence was irrelevant by that stage.
The uniform exponence account formalizes the intuition that paradigm leveling is due to a pressure for nonalternating paradigms, and that the resulting paradigm is one which (in this case) satisfies both paradigmatic constraints and also general phonotactic constraints of the language (such as *VsV, and *o:r#). However, it leaves many details unaccounted for. Why, for example, was the old s ∼ r alternation suddenly intolerable, at the same time that a new o ∼ o: alternation was being created? We might have expected the UE constraint to move above both the *o:r# and *VsV constraints, since there was no crucial ranking between them before the change, yielding a uniform paradigm with overapplication of both rhotacism and shortening: [honor] , [honoris] , [honorem] , etc.). Furthermore, we might expect an increased drive for paradigm uniformity to level other alternations in noun paradigms, but in fact these remained by and large intact:
[honor]
[urps]
[ars] gen.
[ Another unexplained mystery is why was UE promoted over Faith-/s/ to extend rhotacism, rather than Faith-/s/ being promoted over *VsV to eliminate rhotacism? As mentioned above, the rhotacism constraint (*VsV) plays a crucial role in Kenstowicz' analysis, ensuring that the resulting paradigm will have uniform [r] and not uniform [s] . However, we could just as easily have used the same analytical device (historical reranking of two constraints) to predict the opposite change, promoting the IO Faith-/s/ constraint to yield uniform [s] . Thus, the mere existence of an active rhotacism constraint at one stage in the grammar is not sufficient to explain why it should continue to be true at the next stage in the grammar. A proposal by McCarthy (1998) that output-to-output constraints start at the top of the grammar in the initial state might help to explain the tendency for uniform exponence to move up in grammars over time. If this is correct, then we need only assume that learners sometimes fail to demote UE below the relevant markedness constraints -but why would one generation of Latin learners suddenly fail to apprehend the correct ranking of Faith-/s/ UE? If uniform exponence is to have any explanatory force in accounting for paradigm leveling, we would ideally like to be able to predict when such UE = Faithfulness flips are likely to occur, and which faithfulness constraints will be demoted.
A uniform exponence analysis also fails to capture various other details about the [hono:s] > [honor] change. Most notably, the spread of [r] to the nominative form was complicated by the fact that it was restricted primarily to polysyllabic, non-neuter nouns such as [hono:s] 'honor' (masc.) and [arbo:s] 'tree' (fem.), shown in (6a) (Hock 1991; Barr 1994; Kiparsky 1997 (Leumann 1977, p.179) . 2 Both of these problems could be handled by various means -UE could be restricted to non-neuter polysyllables in some way, for example, and the free variation could be accomplished by the gradual promotion of stochastically ranked constraints (Boersma and Hayes 2001) . As above, the real problem is not in finding theoretical machinery that can describe the change; it is in understanding why the change should have occurred in this direction, to these particular words. In sum, there are a variety of questions that must be answered if our understanding of the Latin [honor] analogy is to move beyond description to actual explanation:
2 It is difficult to know in many cases whether the occurrence of forms like hono:s alongside honor reflects free variation, or simply literary archaism. Cicero, for example, systematically used the form hono:s instead of honor, in both philosophy and oratory texts (elevated styles), as well as in letters (potentially less elevated/archaic); at the same time, he used labor instead of labo:s in all three contexts.
(7) a. Why did was a basic, "unmarked" isolation form (the nominative) rebuilt on the basis of more marked suffixed forms, contrary to the usual direction of analogical change? (Lahiri and Dresher 1984; Bybee 1985 In this paper, I propose that the change of [hono:s] to [honor] was driven by more than just a phonological change involving paradigm uniformity constraints. I suggest that it was actually a morphological effect, resulting from the way that paradigms are learned. I present a computationally implemented model of paradigm acquisition that proceeds in two stages: first, it compares all of the available paradigms and selects the base form that allows the remainder of the paradigm to be projected as reliably and effectively and efficiently as possible, in a way which will be quantified in section 2. It then develops a gradient morphological grammar to project the rest of the paradigm, using the minimal generalization method of morphological rule induction, developed by Hayes (1999, 2000) . When this process is applied to Latin, it emerges that the preferred base is an oblique form, not the nominative form, accounting for the unusual direction of the analogical change (7a). Furthermore, when an oblique form is used to project nominative forms, the system makes essentially the right predictions for the honor analogy: [-o:s] nominatives are strongly favored for monosyllabic and neuter nouns, [-or] This analysis is similar in spirit to the four-part analogy explanation of the change, but the gradient nature of the rules in this system gives us a quantitative expression of the influence of other lexical items (7b), and also helps predict which pattern should win out for each class of words (7cd). Finally, the close competition between [-o:s] and [-or] for many forms suggests an intriguing interpretation for the persistence of [-o:s] nominatives into the attested period: I conjecture that perhaps they were not merely a conservative retention of memorized archaic forms, but that they may also have supported to a certain extent by the synchronic grammar of Classical Latin. In other words, when Latin speakers heard an archaism like [hono:s], even if it was not the synchronically preferred form, it may have struck them as moderately grammatical, allowing [-o:s] forms to persist as an archaism much longer than some other archaic features. Clearly more philological work is needed to support this hypothesis, but it is a good example of how the current model makes predictions about not only how forms can be innovated, but how they may also be retained or lost.
A model of base discovery
The premise of the model proposed here is that language learners seek the most accurate rules possible to describe their language. In order to do this, they must select certain forms to memorize, and then they must construct rules to derive the remaining forms. In this paper, I will pursue the hypothesis that learners initially explore many different candidates for base status, comparing the ease with which other parts of the paradigm can be derived from each potential base. Once a sufficient number of words has been learned, a base is chosen, and the learner focuses on constructing a grammar to derive the rest of the paradigm.
The choice of which forms are memorized and which are derived often has a substantial effect on the ability to construct accurate rules. Consider, for example, the hypothetical language in (8), which has a single nominative ending ([-us Thus, it appears that we can identify the "most informative" base algorithmically, given two abilities: a capacity for discovering the rules needed to derive one part of the paradigm from another part, and a set of metrics to estimate how effective or reliable the rules are in each direction.
The minimal generalization model of rule induction
One system for hypothesizing morphological rules is the minimal generalization algorithm, outlined by Pinker and Prince (1988) and developed and implemented by Albright and Hayes (1999) . The minimal generalization procedure starts with pairs of related forms, such as the ones given above in (8). It compares the left and right member of each pair, in order to determine what material is constant across both forms of the word, and what material changes. The result is a word-specific rule for each input pair, as in (9) In addition to hypothesizing rules, we also need a way to keep track of how accurate, or trustworthy the rules are. This is done by calculating the reliability of each rule, defined in (10): (10) Definition of a rule's reliability :
# of forms included in the rule's structural change (= hits) # of forms included in the rule's structural description (= scope) For example, the generalized rule created in Figure 1 has a structural description that covers three of the words in this hypothetical language ([gluptus] , [reptus] , and [kortus]), but only two of those words actually take [-oris] in the genitive ([reptoris] and [kortoris] ). Thus, the reliability of the rule is 2/3 = .67. These reliability ratios are then adjusted using lower confidence limit statistics to yield a confidence value, following a suggestion by Mikheev (1997) , so rules that attempt to cover just a few forms are penalized for being too unambitious. For example, when using a confidence level of α = .95, a rule with reliability of 5/5 is assigned a confidence of .825, while a rule with reliability of 1000/1000 is assigned a confidence of .999. (For details of calculating confidence limits, see Mikheev 1997.) This generalization algorithm constructs rules that are quite traditional in their format, but the resulting grammar is unconventional in allowing a large number of specific and often overlapping or redundant rules. When the grammar is used to derive new forms, it is therefore possible that there is more than one applicable rule. In this case, the rule with the highest reliability value is the one which gets to apply. Continuing with the example from the previous paragraph, we can consider the predictions of the grammar for a novel word [loptus] . The minimal generalization approach is designed to discover which morphological processes have the highest reliability, and in which phonological environments. In many cases, however, the true reliability of a morphological process may be obscured by phonological changes; consider, for example, the language in (11):
In this case, the standard analysis would be to say that all of the words behave the same morphologically (nominative [-s Note that it would not be reasonable to equip the morphological learner with the necessary phonological rule or constraint ranking ahead of time, because the evidence for such a rule would come precisely from alternations in morphologically related words.
The Albright and Hayes implementation of minimal generalization learning uses the following approach to solve this problem: the learner is assumed to have prior knowledge of what sequences are phonotactically legal in her language, but not the specific rules governing alternations. 5 When assessing the reliability of a rule, the learner then checks whether the output of the rule would yield an illegal sequence. For example, in learning rules for the forms in (11) The system described in this section provides an automated method for hypothesizing a set of morphological rules and estimating the effectiveness of individual rules in explaining the input data. The examples so far have involved the mapping between just two slots in the paradigm (e.g., nom. → gen.); I will refer to the set of rules between just two forms as a subgrammar. The complete grammar of a language would require many such subgrammars -e.g., nom. → gen., nom. → dat., and so on. What remains, then, is to define a way to estimate the reliability of an entire subgrammar, in order to decide which parts of the paradigm can be derived relatively effectively by rule, and which forms should be memorized instead.
Criteria for base selection
How can we decide that it is easier to project form X from form Y, rather than the other way around? In other words, what is the criterion for deciding that the subgrammar of rules from X → Y is "better" than the subgrammar from Y → X? Given a subgrammar of rules with reliability values attached to them, there are various possibilities for how to evaluate the subgrammar as a whole.
One approach would be to examine inherent properties of the subgrammars involved. We could, for instance, compare the number of rules that are hypothesized in mapping X → Y and Y → X. Another possibility would be to measure the average reliability of the rules in the subgrammar.
A second approach is to examine the performance of the grammar in deriving forms. The word-specific rules in (9) ensure that the system will always be able to derive the correct answer for words that were part of the input data. However, if we deprive the system of these word-specific rules and then ask it to derive outputs for the training data, we can measure how well the system is able to capture the data using higher-level generalizations. One intuitive measure of the success of a subgrammar is the proportion of times that the "correct" (attested) form is chosen as the winning form. Another possible measure is the average reliability of the rules that derive the winning outputs, on the theory that more ambiguous mappings will yield rules with lower reliabilities. A third way to measure the performance of a mapping would be to count the average number of competitors for each output, since there will always be at least two possible outcomes for an ambiguous input. Finally, we could measure the margin between the winning output and the next highest competitor, since truly ambiguous mappings will lead to "coin-toss" situations where two possible outcomes are equally likely.
A reliable or effective subgrammar, then, should have the following properties: high reliability rules, high accuracy in deriving the correct form for the training data, high confidence in the winning output, few competing outputs for each input form, and a large margin between the winning output and the next highest competitor. Although these metrics reflect logically distinct features of grammars, and we could imagine cases in which they did not agree with one another (for example, a grammar with high accuracy but low winning margins), in practice they turn out to be highly correlated with one another; therefore, rather than selecting a single metric or coming up with some formula to combine them, I will simply present the results of all of these metrics side-by-side, for the reader to compare.
For the purposes of this paper, I will assume that a learner faced with the task of learning Latin noun paradigms is attempting to identify one single form that will serve as the base for the entire paradigm. This is not the only possible approach. We could imagine, for example, a system under which the learner is allowed to choose multiple bases, upon discovering that certain mappings (such as between the dative and the ablative) are nearly 100% predictable, while other mappings (such as between the nominative and the genitive) are not nearly so predictable. Indeed, a multiple-base approach of this type would be required to learn something like the standard dictionary entries for Latin nouns, which list two forms (the nominative and genitive singular). Confining the learner to a single base form, at least for the purposes of learning a "smallish" paradigm of 5 cases and 2 numbers, provides a more restrictive initial hypothesis that makes stronger predictions about possible paradigmatic changes.
Results for Latin noun paradigms
In the small, hypothetical examples discussed above, the neutralizations in the nominative made the genitive → nominative mapping clearly easier than the nominative → genitive mapping. In real languages, however, the situation is rarely so clear. Neutralizations typically affect only a subset of the segments in the language, so the uncertainty that they cause may only affect a small number of words. Furthermore, neutralizations often affect different parts of the paradigm for different words. Thus, it is not always easy to intuit whether a mapping is easier in one direction than the other, or the magnitude of the asymmetry.
The question of interest for this paper is whether Latin nouns were easier to project in the oblique → nominative direction than vice versa. Latin nouns are traditionally divided into five classes, or "declensions," each of which was inflected for five major cases: the nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, and ablative. (Two additional cases, the vocative and locative, were almost always identical to other cases.) A full description of all of the declensions and their subclasses is clearly beyond the scope of this paper -see Leumann (1977) , Kühner (1912) , or Allen (1903) for in-depth discussions. What is important here is that the distinctions between many of these classes were neutralized or nearly-neutralized in various parts of the paradigm. Some of these neutralizations affect relatively large numbers of words. The neutralization between masculine ([-us]) and neuter ([-um]) second declension nouns in (13a) involves two very large (and productive) classes of nouns. The neutralization caused by voicing agreement in final obstruent clusters in (12c), on the other hand, affected relatively fewer words. An additional complication is that other factors, such as grammatical gender, could help the speaker know which suffix to use in a potentially ambiguous situation -so, for example, the use of [-us] or [-um] in the nominative of a word with [-i:] in the genitive is almost completely predictable given the gender of the word. Thus, if there is an asymmetry in predictability between nominative and other forms, it would be because of differences in the "severity" of the neutralizations involved, and the ability to predict the correct form using gender. Were the neutralizations in the nominative in fact more severe than in other cases?
In order to answer this question, I started with a database of fully inflected classical Latin nouns, prepared in 1997-1998 by a group working under the supervision of Bruce Hayes at UCLA. This database contained all of the nouns with five or more tokens in a lemmatized frequency count from classical texts (Delatte, Evrard, Govaerts, and Denooz 1981) , based on a corpus of approximately 800,000 words (582,000 from prose, 212,000 from poetry). Nouns beginning with the letters R through Z were omitted from the current study because the database was found to have incomplete information for many paradigms in this section of the alphabet. Nominative forms were listed in their forms prior to the [hono:s] > [honor] change; in cases of uncertainty, words were listed with a final [s] . The rationale for this was that we are interested in seeing if the model will favor [r] forms in spite of numerous [s] forms in the training data, and we do not want this to be the result of the influence of spurious [r] forms.
The model of base selection being tested here is that learners evaluate the usefulness of prospective bases early in the learning process. Therefore, the only input data which would be available to the learner for comparisons would be the most common words. As an idealization, words with 50 or more tokens in Delatte, Evrard, Govaerts, and Denooz (1981) were selected, for a total of 494 input nouns. Six forms were considered as possible bases: the nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, and ablative singular, and the nominative plural. For each possible base form, training data files were then constructed to project each of the remaining forms (nom.→gen., nom.→dat., nom.→acc., etc.), yielding 30 (=6×5) training sets in total. 6 Nouns in the input files were listed in phonemic transcription. In order to take into account the effect of phonological processes, a list of illegal sequences was also prepared, including final clusters disagreeing in voicing (*bs#, *gs#, *ds#), final geminates (*ll#, *dd#, *ss#), the clusters *rts, *lts, and *nts, and a few other illegal sequences whose repair caused alternations in the nominative (*o:r#, *kt, *ii:). Because some of these illegal sequences refer crucially to word boundaries, word boundaries were also marked explicitly in the input files with brackets. Since rhotacism is not surface-true in this stage of Latin (cf: [ka:sus] 'fall', [rosa] 'rose'), intervocalic [s] was not included as an illegal sequence. 7 Finally, each noun was provided with a numeric code indicating the grammatical gender and the number of syllables (monosyllabic vs. polysyllabic), since the current implementation of the minimal generalization learner does not have an independent capacity for considering general prosodic properties of words. Token frequencies were also included in the input files, but they were not employed in the simulations reported here.
The input files were submitted to the minimal generalization learner, yielding subgrammars of rules with confidence values. The word-specific rules were then 6 All of the training input sets and results files for the simulations discussed here, as well as the original database of nouns, can be downloaded from http://www.linguistics.ucla.edu/people/grads/ aalbrigh/papers/latin.html.
7 A reviewer points out that the presence of intervocalic [s] does not necessarily preclude the possibility that rhotacism continued to be a synchronically active process in Latin, possibly restricted to a particular morphological environment, such as /V +V, where '+' indicates a morpheme boundary. For the purposes of the current model, the synchronic status of rhotacism actually makes very little difference. Including a *Vs+V constraint would improve the reliability of nominative → oblique grammars slightly, because the model could learn to apply rhotacism in mappings like [hono:s] → [hono:ris] (instead of [hono:sis]); however, -o:s nominatives make up only a smaller fraction of the language as a whole, so improving the model's predictions for this subset of the vocabulary does not make a substantial difference in the calculations reported below. Note also that including a rhotacism constraint does not help the model at all in the oblique → nominative direction, since an oblique form with -o:ris could come from either underlying /s/ or underlying /r/. More generally, assuming that rhotacism was synchronically active in Latin can help to explain why the paradigm of 'honor' was not leveled to [hono:s], [hono:sis], etc., but it can not explain other facts, like why speakers did not assume that forms like [soro:ris] were also the result of rhotacism (predicting the incorrect nominative [soro:s]), or why speakers did not simply tolerate the rhotacism alternation to remain. It could also be added that many authors have tried to make use of the exact opposite intuition: if we assume that rhotacism was no longer synchronically active, then we can understand why [hono:s] and [hono:ris] could no longer be related to one another by an automatic phonological process, and why the alternation was then open to leveling (Klausenburger 1979; Wetzels 1984 , and others). eliminated, and the resulting subgrammars were tested on the input forms. The metrics proposed in section 2.2 were calculated for each subgrammar, to obtain an estimate of the usefulness of each slot in the paradigm for predicting the remainder of the paradigm. The results, given in Appendix A, show that the predictability between all forms is quite high (over 80%); it is not the case that any form suffers from neutralizations that affect the majority of forms. Nevertheless, the oblique forms tend to be substantially better than the nominative form on almost all of the metrics considered. In Figure 2 , the candidates for base status are compared in terms of their mean effectiveness in projecting the five other forms in the paradigm.
As can be seen, the criteria proposed in section 2.2 generally agree on the relative effectiveness of the various forms as possible bases. The only exception is the number of rules in the grammar, which yields an uninterpretably different ranking. However, we saw above that the number of rules failed to distinguish even the simple four-word language in (8), so it is not surprising that it performs poorly here. The combined results from all five remaining criteria (excluding number of rules) are shown in Figure 3 .
The nominative is the worst choice of base under all criteria, and thus receives the lowest rank for all metrics. This reflects the fact that the nominative suffers from more neutralizations, affecting both more words and more segments, than the oblique forms. Interestingly, the accusative also fares relatively poorly, because it is the same as the nominative for all neuter nouns, and thus shares many of the same neutralizations. Among the remaining forms, the ablative comes out slightly ahead of the genitive and the dative, because there are a few nouns (the so-called "i-stems") that have an unpredictable [i] in the ablative singular and genitive plural, and often in the nominative and accusative plural forms as well: (14) gen An additional factor that has not been discussed here is the relative frequency of the different forms in the paradigm. As an idealization, I have assumed that learners have access to all forms of all nouns. Clearly this is not true in real life however; some cases are more frequent than others, and the frequency of cases may differ from word to word. As mentioned in section 2.1, the Albright and Hayes implementation of minimal generalization uses confidence statistics to estimate the effectiveness of rules, so that rules covering a few forms are penalized more than rules covering many forms. Therefore, with more realistic input data, including different amounts of data about different cases, subgrammars involving less frequent cases would be penalized because their rules would be based on fewer forms.
A simulation taking this into account would require more detailed frequency information about Latin noun paradigms than is currently available to me. Nevertheless, intuitively, it seems that there are substantial differences in the frequency of the oblique cases, and this would probably be the decisive factor in choosing a base from among the oblique forms that are more or less equivalent by all other criteria. For the purposes of the [hono:s] > [honor] change, it is sufficient that the model proposed here selects something other than the nominative as the base form; in the discussion that follows, I will use the genitive singular as the base for deriving the nominative, but the same result could be achieved using the ablative or dative singular. 9
Projecting nominatives from the genitive
Choosing an oblique form as the base in Latin noun paradigms gives us only half of the explanation for the [hono:s] > [honor] change. In particular, it explains the "backwards" direction of the change (oblique forms affecting nominatives). This answers the question in (7a), of why it was the nominative that changed in Latin. What remains to be shown, then is that once an oblique form has been chosen as the base, the model makes the right predictions for nominative forms: namely, that polysyllabic non-neuter -o:s nouns changed to -or.
Recall that an assumption of the current model is that bases are selected early in the learning process, but learners continue to fine-tune their grammars to derive the remainder of the paradigm. 10 Therefore, in order to test the predictions of the model for nominatives using an oblique form as the base, the model was trained on the full set of 1,687 nouns in the gen.→nom. direction. The resulting grammar was then used to generate possible nominatives for all genitive forms ending with sequences that could potentially arise from rhotacism: [-o As Figure 4 shows, agentive nouns, which are all polysyllabic and masculine or feminine, strongly favor -r. In fact, these words contained -r etymologically, and continued to have -r in the nominative with no variation or hypercorrections. For other polysyllabic masculine and feminine nouns, there is a slight tendency to favor -r, but there is strong competition from -s. This is the honor class of words, which were etymologically -s but changed to -r, with some attested variation and occasional hypercorrections of etymological -r to -s (Neue-Wagener 1902, p. 265) . For the polysyllabic neuter nouns, -s is favored to a moderate degree; these contained -s etymologically, and continued to have -s except in some cases of contamination Among these forms, then, there is a slight preference for -or in the nominative. It is also possible, however, to write a more specific rule that covers just the agentives, since these are not only polysyllabic and non-neuter, but they also all have a stemfinal [s] or [t]: doctor, audītor, cēnsor, etc. 11 Thus, the more specific rule [o:ris] → [or] / [X {s,t}] polysyl,−neut # is able to describe the agentives quite narrowly, and has an extremely high reliability (.980).
Outside the class of polysyllabic non-neuter nouns, the reliability of -r is much lower. Among polysyllabic neuters, very few nominatives end in -r, so the gen- 'maplenom./gen.') This is the reason why the model disfavors innovative -r nominatives among neuters, and why there is also a good deal of item-by-item variation among them. 12 Finally, among monosyllables, almost all -ris genitives had nominatives ending in -s -a notable exception being [fu:r] 'thief'. Thus, the model correctly learns that in this environment, the s ∼ r alternation is extremely robust, and final -r cannot compete with it.
It should be reiterated that the slight preference of the model for -r in words like [honor] emerges in spite of the fact that they were listed with -s in the training data. In other words, the grammar produces an output which is different from the existing form. Therefore, under this analysis, pre-change forms like [hono:s] would have been considered irregular, and would have had to have been listed as exceptions to the -ris ∼ -r pattern. Of course, if learners had perfect memories and access to all forms of all words, then they could perfectly well have memorized [hono:s] and continued to produce it, and the language would not have changed. However, in real life this is not the case, and speakers must sometimes synthesize new forms. The model is intended to predict what forms a speaker would produce in such situations, and in this case it correctly predicts errors, or overregularizations, like honor. It cannot, however, predict when existing forms would be unavailable, forcing speakers to use their grammars. What is missing from this model, then, is a production mechanism which uses both the lexicon and grammar to produce forms. Even so, the result in (4) is still significant, because we can assume that speakers do sometimes make overregularization errors (Marcus, Pinker, Ullman, Hollander, Rosen, and Xu 1992; Pinker 1999) , and the errors that the model makes correctly mirror the attested historical change.
It is worth mentioning that the [hono:s] > [honor] change was just one of many changes that affected nominatives in the history of Latin. Numerous nouns with highly irregular nominative forms were regularized; for example, the nomi- [neve], and so on. A full analysis of all of these changes is beyond the scope of this paper, but the computational model presented here does prefer many of the attested changes as regularizations in these cases as well.
Discussion and conclusion
This analysis captures two common intuitions about Latin nouns, and about the [hono:s] to [honor] change. The first is that oblique forms are "more revealing" about the declension of a noun than the nominative -seen, for example, in the common practice of listing both the nominative and genitive forms in dictionary entries, as the nominative alone is not considered "informative enough" to predict the entire paradigm. 14 This intuition is reflected in the current analysis by the fact that an oblique form is chosen as the base, and the remainder of the paradigm is derived from an oblique form.
The second intuition is that the change from [hono:s] to [honor] involved replacing a small, irregular, morphologized alternation with the more general default pattern of non-alternation. This analysis shares with Barr (1994) the idea that this can be captured with competing rules, but differs with respect to why different classes of words were treated differently. In Barr's system, a single small X s ∼ X ris rule competed with a single large X ∼ X is rule; the fact that X s ∼ X ris lost among polysyllabic non-neuters and was retained in other cases is attributed to extra-grammatical factors, such as salience and "degree of allomorphy," which 13 There seems to be at least one set of cases in which a property of the nominative was extended to the remainder of the paradigm: the paradigm of words like [vo:ks] 14 The relative uninformativeness of the nominative in Latin is due, in part, to the fact that the nominative suffix for one large class of nouns lacked a vowel (-s), creating coda clusters that resulted in phonological simplifications (e.g., *arts > ars). The oblique forms always provided a prevocalic context for the stem, resulting in far fewer neutralizations; rhotacism is a rare exception.
made the rule harder to learn or apply in different contexts. In the current system, on the other hand, the difference between different genders and word lengths is attributed to the existence of multiple versions of the rules in question, at varying levels of generality, and with differing reliability in different contexts. The use of multiple overlapping rules might be seen as unwanted redundancy in the model, but in fact cases like Latin are taken as evidence that speakers, too, have detailed knowledge about the reliability of different processes in different environments. Furthermore, an ability to assess the reliability of rules in different environments is required in any event in order for learners to locate the best rules to describe the patterns of their language.
Although this analysis makes use of several intuitions about the factors that are thought to drive paradigm leveling, it ignores certain other factors that have been proposed in the literature. Some notable factors that do not play a role in this analysis are the frequency of an allomorph within the paradigm, the token frequency of various surface forms, or the semantic naturalness of different nouns in different cases. It is useful to consider, therefore, the extent to which these other factors could provide an alternative explanation of the [honor] analogy, and whether the current model would benefit from incorporating either of these factors.
Frequency of occurrence within the paradigm
It is often suggested that the [hono:s] to [honor] change was encouraged by the fact that every form in the paradigm except the nominative singular contained [r] . I will refer to this as the "majority rule" hypothesis. Under the model proposed here, each paradigm has a single unique base, and forms are derived by grammars relating individual pairs of forms. If the most informative form had turned out to be the nominative singular, the prediction of this model is that all of the remaining forms could have been rebuilt on the basis of a single form. Thus, this model has no way to capture the majority rule intuition. It is not clear to me, however, that there is evidence that paradigm leveling is truly driven by majority rule. There are numerous of cases in which a single form seems to have driven a paradigmatic change (see, for example, Albright 2002 for a case from Yiddish), whereas it is difficult to prove that a leveling like [hono:s] > [honor] would not have happened if [s] had occurred in more slots in the paradigm. Furthermore, the majority rule hypothesis cannot explain several aspects of the Latin facts. First, forms with [r] outnumbered forms with [s] not only in the polysyllabic non-neuter nouns, but in monosyllabic and neuter nouns as well. From the point of view of paradigminternal pressures, there is no reason that these two classes of words should have behaved differently. In addition, there are many other noun paradigms in which the nominative had a different form from the rest of the paradigm, but was not leveled (e.g., [iter] ∼ [itineris] 'road-nom./gen.sg.'). Therefore, frequency of occurrence within the paradigm does not seem to add anything to the account of the change.
Token frequency of different paradigm members
A natural hypothesis, pursued by Mańczak (1958) and others, is that less frequent forms are often rebuilt on the basis of more frequent forms within the paradigm. Could it be the case that the nominative was actually a lot less frequent than the oblique forms in Latin? This is especially relevant in Latin because many or most of the words affected by the [honor] analogy were inanimate or abstract nouns, which are perhaps more frequent in oblique forms than in the nominative.
In order to get a rough (and very informal) estimate of the relative frequency of case forms for different nouns, I performed some counts on the complete works of Cicero, as found in the Perseus Digital Library (http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/). As (15) shows, it is true that among singular forms, nominatives rarely constitute the majority of tokens for any noun. This may help to explain why nominative forms were open to rebuilding in Latin -they were, on the whole, not so frequent that they could always be reliably memorized and retrieved. What these counts cannot explain, however, is why the change should have been restricted only to the non-neuter polysyllabic nouns. The nominative does not seem to be less frequent in this class of nouns that in any other class. Furthermore, there is apparently not even a difference between masculine agentive nouns like 'king', 'man' and 'senator', and inanimate, abstract nouns like 'honor' or 'custom'. Thus, a frequency-based account can explain only the direction, but not the details of the [hono:s] > [honor] change.
Semantics and local markedness
Another intuition, related to token frequency, but logically distinct from it, is that the semantics of particular lexical items make them more "natural" in some case forms than in others. Tiersma (1982) , for example, shows that singular forms in Frisian have been rebuilt on the basis of plural forms, but just for those nouns which occur more naturally in the plural than in the singular (such as 'teeth' or 'geese'). He refers to this phenomenon as local markedness. On the whole, we would expect local markedness to be reflected in token frequency, which is much easier to measure (see above). I have no estimate of the naturalness of the nominative forms which changed from [-o:s] 
Leveling vs. extending alternations
The analysis of paradigm leveling proposed here relies on a strong pre-existing pattern of non-alternation in the lexicon -in this case, the non-alternation of [r] . This proposal immediately raises two related questions: first, if paradigm uniformity is really just the extension of an existing pattern of non-alternation, then what happens when the dominant pattern is alternation? Why does there seem to be a universal tendency towards leveling?
As an example of a language with a dominant pattern of alternation, consider a previous stage of Korean (Martin 1992 The explanatory challenge, therefore, is to explain why in some cases a pattern of alternation is extended (as in Korean), while in other cases, alternations are eliminated (as in Latin). The model of paradigm learning advocated in this paper always extends the strongest pattern, regardless of whether it is alternating or uniform. The reranking of paradigm uniformity constraints, on the other hand, can explain only leveling; the spread of alternations would have to be handled by other means, such as anti-correspondence constraints (Hayes 1999) , leaving us with no explanation for why sometimes paradigm uniformity wins out, and sometimes anticorrespondence wins out.
The contrast between Latin and Korean may also help to shed light on why there seems to be a typological bias towards paradigm leveling; in Latin, rhotacism affects just one segment (/s/), so the only words which exhibit the alternation are those with stem-final [s] . In Korean, on the other hand, coda neutralizations affect all obstruents, so almost all lexical items exhibit alternations. I conjecture that morphophonemic alternations typically affect only a smallish subset of the phonemic inventory; rhotacism affects just /s/, umlaut affects only back vowels, palatalization tends to affect just coronals (and often just coronal stridents), and so on. The end result is that alternations tend to be the minority pattern, and there will be a tendency to generalize non-alternation, or level.
Conclusion
In this paper, I have argued that the Latin [hono:s] > [honor] change was caused by more than simply a sporadic pressure for paradigm uniformity or uniform exponence constraints to assert themselves over IO-Faithfulness constraints. I have shown that the spread of [r] to nominative forms did more than just create uniform paradigms; it also extended a pattern of non-alternation that was already domi-nant in the lexicon. Details of the change, such as its restriction to polysyllabic nouns and non-neuters reflect the fact that these were especially strong contexts for [r] stems. Furthermore, the "backwards" direction of the leveling, with oblique forms influencing the nominative singular, can be explained by a particular model of Latin noun paradigms, in which an oblique form served as the base, and nominative forms were derived from oblique forms by rules operating on surface forms.
More generally, this result provides evidence for a model of paradigm learning in which learners choose the base form that is "the most informative" -i.e., that preserves the most distinctions between classes of words, and allows the remainder of the paradigm to be predicted with the greatest accuracy and confidence. This echoes a proposal by Lahiri and Dresher (1984) that certain forms in the paradigm "matter more than others" to learners when they are determining what class a word belongs to. The remainder of the paradigm is then derived using a grammar of gradient morphological rules, providing a measure of the relative strength of different patterns, and allowing different patterns to have different productivity in various contexts. The prediction of this model is that distinctions that are preserved in the base form will be easily learned and maintained, whereas distinctions that are neutralized in the base form may be lost by leveling or regularization.
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